
HERE AT STONY BROOK, Monday, Oct. 24, 1983 

THEME UP AND OUT 

Hi, everybody. Today we are taking on two 

common subjects that are certainly of general interest and 

often controvermial. They are sex and alcohol. Later in the 

program, we'll talk about alcofuolism and alcohol abuse with 

Douglas Little, who as a campus police officer is involved in 

an alcohol awareness campaign. But first, let's meet Dr. 

Joseph LoPiccolo. He is ofessor of psychiatry and head of 

the Sex Therapy Clinic at the State University of New ~rk 

at Stony Brook. Dr. LoPiccolo has earned reputation 

for his work at Steny Brook. He is nationally recognized for 

forwarding the development of techniques for the treatment of 

sexual dysfunction. 

Dr. LoPiccolo, I suppose we've come a long way 

from Adam and Eve, and fig leaves in the Garden of Eden. Or 

have we? 

INTERVIEW LoPICCOLO: 

THEME UP AND OUT 

- Histery of scientific investiation of sexualii 
- Kinsey Report 
- Masters and Johnson 
- SUSB 1974 

Clinic as education, research, public service 
- Media roles in creating "super-sex" 

Advice to couples in general 

"This one's for you," goes a popular beer commercial. 

There's been a change in some circles recently and you seldom hear 

anyone suggest tee-totalism ... that is, not drinking alcohol. "This 

one's for you" is OK, if it's only one. But what about those who 

can't get through the day without a few drinks. Are they alcoholics? 

MORE 
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Douglas Little is community relations 

with the Department of Public Safety, the University Police, 

at the State University of New York at Stony Brook. He has 

been active in an alcohol awareness program at Stony Brook this 

fall. But, Officer Little, I guess it goes without saying that 

alcohol awareness activity cannot be confined to a single week 

each year. 

INTERVIEW LITTLE; - Who's drinking today? 
- What self-abuse prob ms do they cause? 
- Crimes and other problems from drinking 
- What is "responsible drinking"? 
- What is being done to promote resp. drinking? 
- What else can be done in education? 

Next week we'll be talking about a subject of 

major importance at this time of the ye2r for many high school 

students and others, including parents. That subject is: What 

to say and ask at a college admissions interview. In the weeks 

ahead, we'll be talking about the local elections coming up in 

November and especially about 1984---the George Orwell version 

of 1984. Until then, this is Al Oickle. So long, everybody. 


